Joe Bright and the Seven Genre Dudes
Character Set and Trading Cards

Welcome

About Joe and the Gang

Welcome to the magical world of Joe Bright, where
instructive décor, interactive trading cards, and a
charming picture book will have students recalling
literary genres happily ever after. Introduce young
learners to the seven Genre Dudes not only to familiarize
them with genres, but also to encourage them to explore
books of all kinds, to make them comfortable
expressing their literary preferences and
opinions, and to inspire them to share
their excitement about reading with
others. Read on for more about the
Genre Dudes, and for fun ideas for
implementing the bulletin board
character set and trading cards in
your library!

Far, far away in a storybook kingdom there lives a
renowned storyteller named Joe Bright. Joe travels
far and wide to share his tales with audiences, and he
returns each week to relate his adventures to his friends,
the seven Genre Dudes.
The Dudes are busy with stories, too; they take care of
specific kinds of literature at the Friends of
the Forest Library. Nathaniel watches
over the nonfiction, Reggie is in
charge of realistic fiction, and
Henry looks after the historical
fiction. The folk literature lies in
Jack’s capable hands, and Hink
Pink expertly tends to the poetry.
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Joe Bright and the Seven Genre Dudes
Sherlock oversees mysteries, and Zino’s management of
the science fiction section is out of this world!
The Dudes are helpful fellows—even Joe Bright owes
his success to their enormous literary knowledge—and
their influence can extend beyond the borders of their
storybook kingdom…right into your library!

Your Bulletin Board and Beyond:
Using the Genre Dudes Character Set
Tally It Up! Set aside a thick marker and sheets of
purple, orange, red, green, pink, yellow, and blue
construction paper. Each week, display one Genre Dude
on your bulletin board or wall. Gather students around
the board to discuss the genre. Have them volunteer
titles of books they’ve read that fall under that particular
genre. Using the paper whose color matches the
Genre Dude (e.g., Green–Sherlock, Mysteries),
write the titles down and post them under
the Dude. As you post, have
a scribe (designate a new
scribe each week) to fill out
the The Genre Dudes’ Tally
from page 4. At the end of the
seventh week, have students compare
the numbers. What are the most
popular genres among the class?
Select-a-Dude. Before library time, take a minute or
two to fill out the name of each student on the class list
reproducible from page 5. Instruct students to select
a book for checkout at the beginning of class, bring it
to you, and return to their seats. As they do so, enter
their book selections on the list to ensure each book
is returned to the correct borrower. When everyone is
seated, display the Genre Dudes character set. Briefly
remind students of the hallmark characteristics of each
genre. Then, select books from the pile at random, and
call on students one by one to try to identify the Genre
Dude and his category that seems to best fit the book.
When each student has had a turn, return the books to
their borrowers and allow students to check out their
books.

		

Ready, Set, Genres! The Genre Dudes are ready
to race! Here’s how to get them going:
1. Display each Genre Dude from the
character set around a bulletin board
or around a large blank wall space.
2. Make seven copies of the reproducible road from page 6 and fill in the
Joe Bright genres at the top, one for
each sheet.
3. Arrange the road segments in a vertical column on
the left side of the bulletin board or wall space.
4. Make a copy of the miniature Genre Dudes from the
patterns on pages 7–8, cut them out, and attach each
Dude to his appropriate start line using a removable
adhesive, such as Blu-Tack.
'ENRE





















5. Each time a student checks out a book, have her
identify its genre. She may then go to the bulletin
board and move the appropriate Genre Dude along
his road one book space. If you run out of road, simply make more of it using the reproducible on page
9, and fill in the book numbers accordingly.
6. Keep the school posted about the Genre Dudes’
progress—who’s leading the pack? If you have room,
you might have several races going at
once that compare different grades
or classes. (Which grade is reading the most poetry? The most
science fiction?) Keep the race
going as long as you wish, and
celebrate all the genres throughout the activity.
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Joe Bright and the Seven Genre Dudes
Bingo! This bingo game is sure to get your
students reading across the genres.
1. Make several copies of each trading
card image reproducible on pages
11–17. Cut them out and keep
them separated by character.
2. Make copies of the bingo board on
page 18, one for each student.
2. Give each student a bingo board. Instruct them to
fill in the blank spaces in each square with the seven
genres in any order they wish, plus one repeated
genre of their choosing. Remind them that all seven
genres must be used, and only one may be repeated.
3. As students read books across the genres, they will
earn trading cards as well as a corresponding bingo
piece, which they will affix to their bingo boards in
the appropriate square. (Remember that because one
genre is repeated on their boards, students should
receive two bingo pieces for satisfying that particular
genre reading.)
4. Students may read any book they wish in order to
earn a Joe Bright card, which occupies the “free”
space on their boards.
5. Offer small incentives for students who cover three
bingo squares in a row, and a major incentive for
those who cover an entire board.

Collect ’em All!
Ideas for Using the
Genre Dudes Trading Cards
Read a Genre, Get a Card. Give each student a
My Genre Checklist card. As students read books
from various genres, instruct them to check off the
appropriate boxes on their list, and write the titles on
the back of the card. Each new genre that they explore
will earn them a corresponding trading card. Enhance
the excitement by setting a time limit (e.g., two weeks)
and offering incentives for the amount of trading cards
a student earns. For instance, at the end of the program,
if a student has earned two cards, he could be awarded
the privilege to check out an extra book at the end of
library time. If a student has earned four cards, he could
be awarded an extra book at checkout
time as well as his name posted to the
bulletin board under the heading, “AllStar Genre Readers.” If a student earns
all seven cards, he could be awarded the
extra book, bulletin board fame, and
a reading certificate (see reproducible
example on page 10). Get creative!
Talk About It. Give students some time to accumulate
trading cards, as described in the preceding activity. After
they have had a chance to sample several books from
different genres and collect different cards, have them
write their names on pieces of paper, as well as their two
favorite genres so far. Put students in groups according
to their genre preferences (try to make the group sizes
as even as possible; having students select two favorite
genres at the outset should provide some balance).
Instruct students to sit with their group members.
Once settled, students should consult their Checklist
cards, and share a bit about the book they read in that
particular genre with their peers. What did they like
about the book they read? Would they recommend it to
others? Why? What about this book ties it to the group’s
genre? Are there others like it? Encourage conversation
about similarities among the books that the group
members have read.
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Tally It Up! The IIII II Genre Dudes’ Tally

Genre

Tally

Total

Nonfiction

Realistic
Fiction

Mysteries

Science
Fiction

Historical
Fiction

Folk
Literature

Poetry
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Select-a-Dude Class List

Name

Book Title
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'ENRE















Ready, Set, Genres! Reproducible Road

Ready, Set, Genres! Genre Dudes Patterns

Realistic Fiction

Nonfiction

Science Fiction

Mysteries
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Ready, Set, Genres! Genre Dudes Patterns

Historical Fiction

Folk Literature

Poetry
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Ready, Set, Genres! Additional Road Pieces

'ENRE

Fill in genre and book numbers as needed.
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_______________________________________ ________________________
Signed
Date

Genre Genius!

is a

_________________________________________________
Name

Read a Genre, Get a Card Reading Certificate
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Nathaniel

Nathaniel

Nathaniel

Nathaniel

Nathaniel

Nathaniel

Nathaniel

Nathaniel

Nathaniel

Reggie

Reggie

Reggie

Reggie

Reggie

Reggie

Reggie

Reggie

Reggie

Sherlock

Sherlock

Sherlock

Sherlock

Sherlock

Sherlock

Sherlock

Sherlock

Sherlock

Zino

Zino

Zino

Zino

Zino

Zino

Zino

Zino

Zino

Henry

Henry

Henry

Henry

Henry

Henry

Henry

Henry

Henry

Jack

Jack

Jack

Jack

Jack

Jack

Jack

Jack

Jack

Hink Pink

Hink Pink

Hink Pink

Hink Pink

Hink Pink

Hink Pink

Hink Pink

Hink Pink

Hink Pink

BINGO!
Genre:

Genre:

Genre:

Genre:

FREE
READ

Genre:

Genre:

Genre:

Genre:

